moodwall ecosystem designed

FRAMELESS GLASS & SOLID WALLS

The moodwall ecosystem challenges the notions about architectural demountable walls. Three systems that can be used alone or combined to create a bespoke work environment. A workplace that adapts to your business culture, your needs. moodwall P2 . P4 . P5 – timeless contemporary design / made in Montreal.
**moodwall P2**

**SOPHISTICATION IN ITS SIMPLEST FORM.**

An architectural demountable wall designed for the contemporary office. Clean and minimalist, moodwall P2 enhances its surroundings by embracing transparency and natural light while retaining acoustic privacy.

**moodwall P4**

**SOUND AND VISION**
moodwall P4 strikes the balance between acoustics and transparency with optional single or double glazing. Frameless glass and structural aluminum come together to create an exceptional architectural wall system. A wall system that provides remarkable clarity and acoustics for the contemporary office.

**moodwall P5**

**FLEXIBILITY TO DESIGN**

Created to maximize your design. moodwall P5 is composed of independent modules of framed glass panels and solid panels. Multiple fascia options allow for limitless design possibilities. moodwall P5 is the ultimate architectural demountable wall solution by providing versatility for the modern office.